FACULTY SEARCH

Brown University established a School of Engineering on July 1, 2010 and is searching for a Founding Dean of Engineering. While searching for a Dean, Brown has also begun a major hiring initiative to fill multiple openings. Searches are being conducted for highly qualified faculty members in multiple areas, including:

**Chemical, Biochemical and Environmental (CBE) Engineering.** Areas of interest for the CBE group include energy, environmental science/technology, environmental health, biochemical engineering, chemical nanoscience, molecular modeling. The selection will emphasize the candidate’s potential for scientific research at a high level of scholarship.

Inquires can be to the search chair, Professor Robert Hurt ([Robert_Hurt@brown.edu](mailto:Robert_Hurt@brown.edu)), and formal application materials should be submitted to:

School of Engineering Hiring Initiative, Box D  
Brown University  
184 Hope St.  
Providence, RI 02912  
Email: schoolofengineeringsearch@brown.edu

Positions are open at all levels. All candidates should submit a curriculum vitae with a cover letter that identifies the Chemical, Biochemical and Environmental Engineering research area. The letter should also discuss their research plans, laboratory requirements, and a teaching statement that outlines teaching goals and plans. Expectations for the various levels of appointment, and instructions for additional materials to be submitted are:

**Assistant Professor, tenure-track**
- Candidates should hold a Ph.D. and demonstrate potential for outstanding research and teaching. Postdoctoral training is preferred. Candidates should arrange for at least 3 letters of reference to be submitted to the address below.

**Associate Professor, tenured or untenured**
- Candidates should have an outstanding record of research accomplishment and scholarly achievement, with concomitant strong evidence of emerging leadership in their field. Candidates should provide the names of 5 references, whom the search committee may contact directly.
Professor, with tenure
- Candidates should have an outstanding record of research accomplishment and scholarly achievement, with concomitant strong evidence of realized leadership in their field. Candidates should provide the names of 5 references, whom the search committee may contact directly.

Applications should be received by December 31, 2010 to receive full consideration; however, the positions will remain open until filled or the search is closed.

Women and candidates who are members of minority groups are especially encouraged to apply. Brown University is an Equal Employment Opportunity / Affirmative Action employer.